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Abstract
A complete modeling technique for unshielded power cables is proposed. The focus is on applications where the resonance
phenomena take place in electrically long cables and is originated from periodic excitation, such as power converters.
The resonance problems caused by switching converters tend to become more common with the advent of wide band gap
semiconductors. This paper includes a new experimental protocol specific for unshielded power cable parameter identification
in a wide frequency band, from DC up to medium frequencies (tens of MHz), with an impedance analyzer. It also introduces a
frequency-domain simulation tool with conversion to the time domain, via the Fourier series. This frequency-domainmodeling
is straightforward, and its accuracy depends only on the accuracy of the cable parameter identification.

Keywords Unshielded cable · Cable parameters · Impedance analyzer · Cable modeling · Frequency domain

1 Introduction

Cable resonance is a well-known phenomenon that may con-
siderably compromise an electrical installation safety. In the
literature, we can find numerous applications where cable
resonance causes system dysfunctions, e.g., the connection
between motors and its drives [17,23,25], the feeding line
of high speed trains [4], the connection between an offshore
generator station and onshore power converters [28,36] and
the switching of protective devices in power systems [2].
These problems tend to become more dangerous with the
advent of wide band gap semiconductor technology [11],
which have faster switching time.
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Long cables can be modeled as transmission lines, in the
frequency and time domains. The latter allows the inclusion
of nonlinear devices and is useful for real-time applications,
which is why it is preferred in the literature and in power
system modeling software such as EMTP. However, as the
cable parameters are frequency dependent, approximations
are often needed to accurately represent the cable behavior.
Frequency-domain simulation can represent this dependency
accurately, as is the case of themodeling based on the numeri-
cal Laplace transform [10], which is convenient for aperiodic
excitation.

Particularly, in the cases where resonance takes place in
the cable, the representation of the loss-related parameters
per-unit-length (p.u.l.) resistance R and P.U.L. conductance
G in function of frequency has a great impact on the results
[32]. A wide variety of equivalent circuits that emulate the
frequency dependence of the losses on time-domain simula-
tion is proposed in the literature, such as T-ladder networks
[16,33] or circuits derived from Padé approximations [29].
These can be applied for multiconductor cables [16]; how-
ever, the numerically determined equivalent circuitsmight be
unstable [22].Also, their computation time increaseswith the
cable length.

A frequency-domain modeling requires the identifica-
tion of the cable parameters in function of the frequency.
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There are numerous identification techniques in the literature,
using either analytical solutions, numerical methods or line
parameters extraction from frequency- and/or time-domain
measurements.

Analytical solution derived directly from Maxwell equa-
tions [24,30] is possible for unshielded cables in a homoge-
neous media, and if its geometry can be easily described in
some coordinate system. As for numerical methods, many
techniques are available [7,8,13,14,21]. Its inconveniences
are widely known: high computational effort, the need of
an accurate description of the geometry and/or the physical
constants linked to the problem. Moreover, for both analyt-
ical and numerical methods, measurements are necessary
to an accurate determination of physical parameters of the
materials. For the low frequency cables used in the applica-
tions aforementioned, the measurements needed for a direct
parameter identification are notmore difficult thanmeasuring
the relative permittivity of the cable insulation, for example.

The transmission line parameters can be extracted directly
from frequency-domain measurements using impedance
analyzers [3,20] or vector network analyzers (VNA) [19,
31,34,35]. VNA-based parameter assessment techniques are
extensively used for connections on printed circuit boards
and can be extended to power cables [35], for any fre-
quency band within the VNA frequency range. Furthermore,
additional time-domain reflectometer (TDR) measurements
allow the inclusion of low frequency parameters to the
VNA-based cable parameter identification [19]. Impedance
analyzer measurements [3,20] are also efficient and well
suited for low frequencies.

In this paper, a complete modeling technique is pro-
posed for unshielded long cables susceptible to resonance
phenomenon, including the cable parameter identification
and modeling. Because many of the systems in which reso-
nance takes place have power converter harmonics exciting
the cable, unshielded cables with periodic excitation are the
focus of this paper.

The cable parameters are identified with an impedance
analyzer, in a wide frequency band: from DC up to tens of
MHz. The precautions needed to be taken with unshielded
cables at this frequency band are not yet published in the lit-
erature. The accuracy of the parameters obtained following
proposed protocol is validated with frequency- and time-
domain experiments.

The cable is modeled and simulated in the frequency
domain, in the steady-state sinusoidal regime. The power
converters are represented on the frequency domain using
piece-wise linear models [10,26,27], along with the Fourier
series associated with the phasor transform. The results
can be converted to time domain and are experimentally
validated. The proposed frequency-domain model is an
improvement of the model proposed in [22].

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines the
frequency-domain model, Sect. 3 describes the impedance
analyzer measurements needed to identify the cable param-
eters, Sect. 4 proposes a measurement protocol to guarantee
their accuracy, and Sects. 5 and 6 describe the validation
experiments on frequency and time domains, respectively.

2 Transmission line frequency-domain
model

This section contains brief recall on themulticonductor trans-
mission line theory, as it has been exhaustively studied in
the literature. The equations needed to develop a frequency-
domain simulator for a multiconductor transmission line
(MTL) are written.

The MTL on the schematic in Fig. 1 has n + 1 conduc-
tors, and its geometry is constant along the axis z. It can
be modeled on the frequency domain using the chain matrix
representation of a transmission line with Eq. (1) [24].

[
V(z)
I(z)

]
=

[
�1(z) �2(z)
�3(z) �4(z)

] [
V(0)
I(0)

]
(1)

�1(z) = Zc cosh(z
√
YZ)Yc (2)

�2(z) = −Zc sinh(z
√
YZ) (3)

�3(z) = − sinh(z
√
YZ)Yc (4)

�4(z) = cosh(z
√
YZ) (5)

In Eqs. (1), (2), V and I are vectors of size n contain-
ing, respectively, the phasor voltages and currents of each
active conductor related to the reference conductor. Zc =
Y−1

√
YZ is the characteristic impedance matrix,Yc = Z−1

c
is the characteristic admittance matrix, and

√
YZ is the non-

diagonalized propagationmatrix.MatrixZ = R+ jωL is the
p.u.l. impedancematrix, andY = G+ jωC is the p.u.l. admit-
tance matrix. The definition of matricesR (p.u.l.resistances),
L (p.u.l. inductance),G (p.u.l. conductance) and C (p.u.l.

Fig. 1 Generic multiconductor transmission line
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capacitance) can be found in [24]; j is the imaginary unity,
and ω is the angular frequency.

The voltage/current relation at the line terminals can be
expressed with a generalization of the Norton theorem for a
n + 1 port device [15]:

I(0) = IS + YSV(0) (6)

I(�) = IL + YLV(�) (7)

where IS and IL are current source vectors, and YS and
YL are the input admittance matrix representing the devices
“Source” and “Load,” respectively, in Fig. 1.

Equations (1), (6) and (7) are enough to obtain a solu-
tion for voltages and currents along the line. The solution
of these equations will be henceforth called the “frequency-
domain simulator.” This is a length-scalable, straightforward
cable modeling, because the p.u.l. parameters can be directly
injected in the model.

3 Parameter identification using impedance
analyzer

Two quasi-equivalent impedance analyzer line parameter
identification techniques have been described in [3,20]. The
first is based on the modal decomposition of the MTL equa-
tions [9], and the second is based on their non-diagonalized
form. This paper introduces an experimental protocol for
impedance analyzer-based parameter identification using the
same formulation as on [20], and for convenience, its mea-
surement process is resumed here.

The cable parameters can be obtained from short-circuited
and open- ended input impedance measurements. The input
impedance matrix of a short-circuited (SC) and an open-
ended (OC) line are the following [1,20]:

ZSC(0) = Zc

[
cosh(�

√
YZ)

]−1
sinh(�

√
YZ) (8)

ZOC (0) = Zc

[
sinh(�

√
YZ)

]−1
cosh(�

√
YZ) (9)

From Eqs. (8) and (9), the characteristic impedance Zc

and propagation matrix
√
YZ can be obtained with:

Zc =
{
ZSC(0)

[
ZOC (0)

]−1
}−1/2

ZSC(0) (10)

[cosh(�√YZ)]−1 sinh(�
√
YZ) = Z−1

c ZSC(0) (11)

Equation (11) was solved numerically to obtain
√
YZ.

The input impedance matrices Z(0) can be obtained
through measurements using an impedance analyzer. The
diagonal elements of the matrix can be measured directly
using the setup presented in Fig. 2, under the condition that

Fig. 2 Self-impedance measurement setup

Fig. 3 Mutual-impedance measurement setup

all conductor currents are zero at z = 0 except on the con-
ductors under test:

Zii (0) = Vi (0)

Ii (0)
(12)

The non-diagonal elements cannot be directly measured.
However, they can be obtained from the measurement setup
presented in Fig. 3 using (14) [20], where ZMi j is the
impedance measured between conductors i and j , when the
current in the other conductors at z = 0 is null:

ZMi j (0) = Vi (0) − Vj (0)

Ii (0)
(13)

Zi j (0) = 1

2
(Zii (0) + Z j j (0) − ZMi j ) (14)

Once all possible combination of two distinct conduc-
tors has been measured, the input impedance matrix can be
filled. In the general case, n self-impedance and n(n − 1)/2
mutual-impedance measurements are required to complete
it. If special conditions such as circular symmetry—case in
which the elements of Z(0) repeat cyclic [24]—are verified,
the number of measurements required can be reduced.

4 Measurement protocol

In this section, the protocol to guarantee the accuracy of
the input impedance measurements of unshielded cables is
described. The measurements with unshielded cables in the
medium frequency band require special precautions that have
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Fig. 4 Copper short-circuit terminal for 5 conductor cable

not yet been discussed in the literature. These precautions are
detailed in the following subsection.

4.1 Parameter identification in themedium
frequency band

In themedium frequency band, the resonance of a fewmeters
long cable occurs. Indeed, the propagation velocity on power
cables is usually v = c/2, where c is the speed of light.
For example, the first resonance of an � = 10-m-long cable
occurs around f = v/4� = 3.75MHz.

If resonance occurs on the sample cable in the frequency
band of the identification measurements, the accuracy of the
parameters around the resonance frequency is highly depen-
dent on the quality of the short-circuit connection, and on
whether it changes the equivalent length of the cable (in rela-
tion to the open circuit length). To minimize this problem,
the short circuit must be carefully performed. The best prac-
tice would be to use massive connector made of conducting
materials, such as the copper terminal in Fig. 4, to minimize
impact of the short circuit on the equivalent cable length and
guarantee that the connection has a near zero impedance.

The second problem impacts exclusively unshielded
cables: An open-ended unshielded cable behaves as an
antenna for frequencies higher than f > v/4�. Even if it
could be considered a poor antenna, any electromagnetic
waves propagating in the environmentmaybe captured by the
cable and induced an important error on the impedance mea-
surements. Therefore, if the desired frequency band includes
frequencies higher than f > v/4�, the measurements have
to be taken inside a metallic cage that can provide a clean
electromagnetic environment, e.g., Faraday cage, anechoic
chamber, etc.

Moreover, if the measurements are taken inside a metallic
cage, the sample cable must be placed away from the floor
andwalls. Indeed, if the cable is close to anymetallic surface,
Foucault currents will be produced, affecting the identifica-
tion of the magnetic coupling between the conductors, and

Fig. 5 Common-mode analysis of balun-isolated measurement

the stray capacitances between the conductors and the sur-
face would be in parallel with the p.u.l. capacitances of the
cable, compromising the accurate identification of the latter.

The last problem to be treated in this frequency band
is the common mode, which generates stray currents that
escape themeasurement circuit. The common-mode currents
increase with frequency, as they flow through stray capaci-
tances between the cable and any conductive object nearby.

An efficient technique to mitigate the common-mode cir-
culation is to balance the voltage on the input of the cable,
using a balanced to unbalanced transformer, known as balun.
The principle of this solution is represented in Fig. 5: The
middle point of the secondary of the transformer is con-
nected to the mass, which allows symmetric voltages on its
output. The common-mode currents generated by balanced
voltages have the same magnitude, and flow on opposite
directions, thus canceling each other. The three-measurement
impedance analyzer compensation (OPEN, SHORT and
LOAD) has to be performed at the balun output.

To sum up, it is best to avoid the resonance phenomena
on the sample cable during the impedance measurements by
choosing a sample cable short enough. If reducing the sample
cable length is not a viable option and resonance does occur in
the identification measurements, these should be performed
inside a metallic cage. Independent of the resonance, a balun
should be used to balance the voltage on the cable input,
the cable should be placed away from any metallic surface,
and the short circuit should be performedwith amassive con-
ducting terminal. This protocol is a contribution to the current
literature as themeasurement problems specify to unshielded
power cables, such as the radiation interference has not yet
been discussed, and it resumes all precautions needed for an
accurate impedance measurement in long cables.

4.2 Parameter identification in the low frequency
band

In low frequencies, typically up to a few hundreds of kHz,
resonance is not likely to occur in a few meters long cable,
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Fig. 6 Three-conductor cable cross section

and the common-mode currents can be considered negligible.
Indeed, the stray capacitances between the conductors and
the surrounding environment (floor, walls, etc.) are of the
order of 10pF (cf. “Appendix”), and have an impedance of
the order of tens of k� in this frequency band. Therefore,
the balun is not necessary, and there is no need of a clean
electromagnetic environment to perform the input impedance
measurements.

In low frequency, the main source of inaccuracy is the
fact that the input impedance of a short-circuited cable is
very low, and the open-ended cable one is very high. The
accuracy of the measurement with impedance analyzer is
optimal only between 50� and 10 k� [18]. For that reason,
it is a good practice to use a cable as long as possible for the
parameter identification in low frequency, so that the mea-
sured impedances are closer to this interval and thus more
accurate.

InDC, the p.u.l. resistance and conductance should prefer-
ably be measured with an association of high-accuracy
voltmeter and ammeter, favoring the connection that mini-
mizes their insertion error.

4.3 Example of cable parameter identification

In this section, the parameter identification of a three-
conductor unshielded cable, with conductors of section
2.5mm2, is described. The accuracy of the cable parame-
ters will be validated experimentally in the frequency and
time domains in Sects. 5 and 6.

The three-conductor cable cross section is represented
in Fig. 6. For applications where cable are excited through
silicon-based power converters, the rise and fall time of the
excitation should be around hundreds of ns, which means
it injects harmonics up to tens of MHz. This cable parame-
ters are identified from DC up to 20MHz. Two sample cable
lengths were chosen, one for the low frequency band, and
another for the high frequency band, as resumed in Table 1.
Both samples were kept at least 1m away from any metal-
lic surface during the impedance measurements. The high
frequency sample is small enough to avoid radiation in this
frequency band, and the metallic cage was not necessary.

The p.u.l. parameters of this cable are plotted in Fig. 7.
In the figure, the black-dotted line indicates f = 500kHz,

Table 1 Sample cable length for each frequency band

Sample length

DC—500kHz 12m

500kHz–10MHz 1m

the frequency at which the switch between the long sample
cable and short sample cable is effectuated. The conductors
are denominated 0, 1 and 2.A single number i in the subscript
indicates a self-parameter of conductor i , and two numbers
in the subscript i j indicated a coupling parameter between
conductors i and j . The green-dotted lines show the param-
eters obtained from the 1-m sample cable identification for
frequencies lower than 500kHz: The error of this data tends
to be bigger because they are taken at the limit of the balun
frequency band. The purple-dotted line shows the parameters
that are obtained with the 12-m-long cable for frequencies
higher than 500 kHz: In this frequency band, the risk of errors
due to common mode on the long cable input impedance
measurement is higher.

The characteristic impedance matrix of the cable is rep-
resented in Fig. 8, where Zc11 and Zc22 are the diagonal
elements of thematrix, andZc12 andZc21 are the non-diagonal
elements.

The p.u.l. capacitance in a transmission line is usually con-
sidered constant in the literature, but in this cable, it presents a
small decrease with frequency (Fig. 7d). This behavior is due
to a slight frequency dependence of the dielectric constant of
the EPR insulation of the cable, as formerly evidenced in
[12]. In any case, to ensure that this variation is due to the
insulation dielectric behavior and not to ameasurement error,
the p.u.l. capacitance between two conductors was measured
using the spectrometer Novocontrol “Alpha-A High Perfor-
mance Frequency Analyzer,” and the results are plotted in
Fig. 9. The spectrometer confirmed that the p.u.l. capacitance
in this cable decreases with frequency.

Discontinuities are visible in the p.u.l. parameters at
500kHz. They are due to the change in the sample cable,
and in Sect. 6, it will be shown that accurate results can
be obtained from these parameters despite these discontinu-
ities. The p.u.l. resistance presents the strongest variation. It
depends strongly on the real part of the input impedanceof the
short-circuited cable. The discontinuity on the resistance is
more important because the short-circuited 12-m-long sam-
ple cable impedance is highly inductive at 500kHz, what
reduces the accuracy of the measurement of its real part.
Indeed, if the imaginary part of the measured impedance is
considerably higher than the real part, the intrinsic error of
the measured phase impacts strongly the accuracy of the real
part.
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Fig. 7 Three-conductor cable p.u.l. parameters dotted green line: exten-
sion of the 1-m-long sample cable parameters under 500kHz and dotted
purple line: extension of the 12m over 500kHz (colour figure online)

Fig. 8 Characteristic impedance

Fig. 9 p.u.l. capacitance measured with impedance spectrometer

Fig. 10 Schematic of the frequency-domain validation experiment, � =
12m

5 Frequency-domain validation

This section presents a frequency-domain validation experi-
ment to determine the accuracy of the identified parameters.
The schematic of the experiment is presented in Fig. 10. It
consists of the injection of a sinusoidal voltage signal on the
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input of a 12-m-long cable and the measurement of the volt-
age V1 at position z = zM . The experiment is performed
between 1 and 10MHz, where the first resonances of the 12-
m-long cable take place. The theoretical determination of the
frequency at which the resonance takes place is very sensitive
to the accuracy of the cable parameters p.u.l. inductance and
capacitance. Also, the determination of the amplification of
the voltage at the resonance frequencies is highly dependent
on accuracy of the loss-related parameters, p.u.l. resistance
and conductance. Therefore, any possible inaccuracy present
in cable parameters in Fig. 7 would be the most visible in the
prediction of the voltage amplified by resonance, at the res-
onance frequencies of the cable.

The theoretical estimation of the voltage along the cable
was done with the simulator described in Sect. 2, using the
cable parameters plotted in Fig. 7.

Tomaximize the resonance-due voltage amplification, the
experiment was designed with maximum reflection coeffi-
cients at the cable terminals. At z = 0, a push–pull amplifier
with a closed-loop output was used to emulate a voltage
source with near zero output impedance. At z = �, the loads
are either short circuits or open ends. The experiment was
performed for two load configurations:

– Configuration 1: open/short combination, ZL1− > ∞
and ZL2 = 0 �;

– Configuration 2: complete short circuit, ZL1 = 0 � and
ZL2 = 0 �.

The position zM at which the maximal voltage amplifi-
cation occurs was predicted numerically. In configuration 1,
the maximal voltage occurs at zM = �, and in configuration
2, at zM = �/2.

The scope used for the voltage measurements was fed
through a battery, to avoid the possible common-mode
path through the scope electrical plug. The cable and the
scope were suspended with insulating supports to minimize
common-mode currents during the experiment, which is
shown in Fig. 14.

The experimental data, along with its accuracy interval,
are plotted over the theoretical prediction of the voltage in
Fig. 11. The results are plotted in terms of relative voltage
amplification V1(z)/V1(0).

The theoretical model presents a good agreement with the
experimental data. It can be concluded that the parameter
identification detailed in Sect. 4.3 has a good accuracy.

The frequency-domain simulation allows a numerical
analysis of the impact of the accuracy of the loss-related
parameters when the resonance behavior of a MTL is to
be theoretically predicted. In Fig. 12, the theoretical volt-
age amplification in configuration 1 (open/short) has been
plotted using three different set of parameters. The first set
is the frequency-dependent parameters in Fig. 7. The other

Fig. 11 Experimental validation on frequency domain: resonance-due
voltage amplification

Fig. 12 Effect of the loss-related parameters on the voltage amplifica-
tion

two sets have parameters constant with frequency, and they
are denominated “LF” (low frequency) and “HF” (high fre-
quency) and are detailed in Table 2. The “LF” has the DC
values of the loss-related parameters Ri andGii , and the reac-
tive parameters Lii andCii are evaluated at 50kHz, while the
“HF” set has all the parameters evaluated at 10MHz.

The results in Fig. 12 show the importance of taking
the frequency dependence of the parameters into account.
The resonance-due voltage amplification and the resonance
frequency can be correctly calculated exclusively with
frequency-dependent parameters. Indeed, the resonance fre-
quency is sensitive to the variation in the p.u.l. inductance
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Table 2 Fixed cable parameters for resonance analysis

Ri Lii Gii Cii

LF (DC, 50kHz) 13.4
m�

m
547

nH

m
1
nS

m
58

pF

m

HF (10MHz) 435
m�

m
526

nH

m
133

µS

m
54

pF

m

with frequency and variation due to proximity and skin
effects.

6 Time-domain analysis

6.1 Frequency-domain simulation results converted
to time domain

To avoid the need to represent the frequency dependence
of the cable parameters in Fig. 7 on time domain, the pro-
posed model consists in simulating a system in the frequency
domain and converts the simulation results back to time
domain. By avoiding equivalent circuits or other to represent
the frequency dependence of the parameters, the accuracy of
the exact solution of the telegrapher equations (cf. Sect. 2) is
preserved.

The case of systems with periodic excitation, such as
power converters, is analyzed. The conversion to frequency
domain is done via a Fourier series decomposition followed
by the phasor transform. The power converters can be repre-
sented by piece-wise linear periodic sources, as demonstrated
in [10,26,27]. Once the frequency simulation is complete, the
results can be easily transformed back to time domain.

This is the simplest model able to take into account the
frequency dependence of the cable parameters. Its main
advantages are that it is numerically efficient, its computing
time does not depend on the cable length, no approxima-
tions are needed to represent the cable parameter frequency
dependence, and effects such as the propagation delay are
correctly represented. The methodology proposed here can
be applicable to any system with periodic excitation and can
be extended to the general case via the Fourier transform.

6.2 Time-domain validation

A time-domain validation experiment was designed to vali-
date the modeling technique presented in Sect. 6.1, as well
as the accuracy of the cable parameters in whole frequency
band, from DC up to 10MHz. The experimental setup is
described in Fig. 13. It consists in a 12-m-long cable excited
by an inverter leg. The cable terminal is a passive load, induc-
tive in differential mode and capacitive in common mode.
This system is similar to a motor connected to its drive

Fig. 13 Schematic for the three-conductor cable time-domain valida-
tion experiment, � = 12m

Fig. 14 Experimental setup

through a long cable, and dangerous resonance-due over-
voltages and overcurrents can occur at the cable extremities.

In this experiment, two variables were measured: the volt-
age at z = � and the current at z = 0, each in the position of
their maximal amplification due to resonance. The DC com-
ponents of these variables were measured with DC voltmeter
and ammeter, to increase their accuracy. The measurements
were taken independently, with only one probe connected at
a time.

Precautions were taken to mitigate common-mode circu-
lation on the experimental setup, such as suspending the cable
with insulating supports, as shown in Fig. 14. Indeed, the
authors assessed that the common mode affects slightly the
resonance frequency of the cable, because it behaves as a
fourth conductor in the MTL. The load connected at z = �

is shown in Fig. 15.
This system was simulated on frequency domain, and its

results are converted to time domain as described in Sect. 6.1.
The time-domain voltages at z = � and currents at z = 0 are
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Fig. 15 Load used in the three-conductor cable time-domain validation
experiment

plotted over the experimental data in Fig. 16. The absolute
error between the theoretical and experimental results is plot-
ted in Fig. 17.

The theoretical results present a good agreement with the
experimental data, the only discrepancy being a slight dif-
ference on the frequency of the oscillations, which causes a
few points in Fig. 17 to be out of the scope accuracy limit.
As aforementioned, common-mode currents are the cause
of this difference, and the precautions taken to mitigate it
(cf. Fig. 14) significantly reduced the oscillation frequency
discrepancy but were not sufficient to completely cancel the
common mode in the experimental setup.

In this study case, it is also possible to analyze the impact
of constant cable parameters in the result accuracy. In Fig.
18, the time-domain results obtained from three different sets
of parameters are plotted. The sets are the same from the
analysis performed in the previous section: The first has the
variable parameters in Fig. 7, and the other two the fixed
parameters in Table 2.

The results obtained from the low frequency parameters
have an attenuation much inferior to the complete model,
whereas those from high frequency parameters have an atten-
uation considerably higher, and a voltage drop in the first
phase of the switching period much higher than expected.
This voltage drop is present because the 20MHz losses are
(considerably) greater than the DC losses.

The results in Fig. 18 show clearly the importance of an
accurate modeling of the cable losses when resonance phe-
nomenon takes place in a cable. It is the fact that R andG are
variables with the frequency that guarantees the adequate end
value of the voltage in each phase of the switching period, and
at the same time a realistic attenuation of the resonance-due
oscillations.

7 Conclusion

The simulation on frequency domain followed by the con-
version to time domain, as proposed in this paper, is a

Fig. 16 Time-domain validation results
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Fig. 17 Absolute error on time-domain validation, between theoretical
and experimental results

Fig. 18 Comparison between different loss modeling

straightforward method to model long cables in which res-
onance takes place. Its main advantages are: its efficiency
and accuracy, the later depending only on the accuracy of the
cable parameters; the fact that the simulation time does not
depend on the cable length; and the accurate representation
of phenomena such as the wave travel delay. The param-
eter identification protocol described in this paper allows
the accurate determination of unshielded cable parameters
in a large frequency band. This paper presents a complete
modeling technique for unshielded cables well suited for
applications where long cables are excited by power convert-

Fig. 19 Schematic for the capacitance calculation

ers, having a light numerical cost and modeling accurately
the cable resonance behavior.
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Appendix

The estimation of the stray capacitance between the cable
conductors and a concrete plane (floor, walls) can be done
using the PEEC technique described in [5,6]. This method
was applied to calculate the capacitance of a wire of radius
r0 and length � parallel to a concrete ground, placed at a
distance h above the ground, as shown in Fig. 19. In the
figure, σ1 is the complex conductivity of the air and σ2 is
the complex conductivity of the concrete. The capacitance
between the wire and the concrete surface can be calculated
with Eqs. (15) to (18).

CCM = − 1

Im(ZCM)ω
(15)

ZCM = Z1 + Z2 (16)

Z1 = 1

2π�σ1

⎡
⎣ln

⎛
⎝� +

√
�2 + r20
r0

⎞
⎠ +

−
√
1 +

(r0
�

)2 + r0
�

]
(17)

Z2 = 1

2π�σ1

σ1 − σ2

σ1 + σ2

⎡
⎣ln

⎛
⎝� +

√
�2 + r20

r0 + 2h

⎞
⎠ +

−
√
1 +

(
r0 + 2h

�

)2

+ r0 + 2h

�

⎤
⎦ (18)

As an example, suppose the section of thewire is 2.5mm2,
its length � = 1m, and it is placed at h = 1m. In this case,
the stray capacitance between the wire and the concrete floor
(σ2 = 2.5mS/m) would be:

CCM = 8.6 pF
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Based on this example, the stray capacitances in the
impedancemeasurement set were estimated to be of the order
of 10pF along the document.
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